




The Red Sea is a narrow
inland sea corridor bet-
ween the Arabian
Peninsula and Africa. It

extends southeast from Suez at
Egypt for about 2,000 km to the
Strait of Mandeb which con-
nects with the Gulf of Aden and
then with the Arabian Sea. 

It separates the coasts of
Egypt, Sudan and Eritrea in
Africa from those of Saudi Ara-
bia and Yemen in West Asia.
According to Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica, the name Red Sea is
derived from the colour changes
observed in its waters. The Red
Sea, at present, is under great
turmoil.

The crisis began in October
2023 when Yemen’s Houthi
movement initiated a series of
attacks targeting southern Israel
and ships in the Red Sea that it
claimed were linked to Israel.

The Houthi movement,
aligned with Hamas, launched
attacks on Israel employing mis-
siles and unmanned aerial vehi-
cles. However, ships with no ap-
parent links to Israel were also
targeted.  

Indian merchant vessels
have also not been spared. Hou-
thi militants had fired on mer-
chant vessels of various coun-
tries in the Red Sea off the coast
of Yemen, in the Bab-el- Man-
deb Strait, a chokepoint of the
global economy.

According to reports, the
blockade and attack have result-
ed in hundreds of cargo ships
and tankers being rerouted aro-
und the Cape of Good Hope, the
southern tip of Africa to avoid
attacks in the Red Sea. 

This has the inevitable ef-
fect of rise in transportation
costs and insurance liability for
ships, adversely affecting inter-
national trade and commerce
and causing destination delays. 

According to the Global
Trade Research Institute (GTRI),
the Red Sea crisis may push
shipping costs by 60 per cent,
insurance premium by 20 per
cent and delay due to rerouting
by 20 days. The delay may also
cause potential cargo loss from
piracy and attacks. Piracy attac-
ks have also increased in recent
months.

It is reported in the press
that the disruption of the Red
Sea shipping lanes due to the
Houthi conflict has significantly
impacted Indian trade with the
Middle East, Africa and Europe.
India is heavily reliant on the
Bab-el- Mandeb Strait for crude

oil and LNG imports. 
Overall merchandise trade

with these key regions has faced
substantial economic and secu-
rity risks from disruption in the
Red Sea corridor. It is also repor-
ted that the Red Sea route ac-
counts for 50 per cent of the
country’s exports
and 30 per cent of
imports.

The country’s
overall merchan-
dise trade was ab-
out Rs 100 lakh
crore in 2022-23,
last fiscal, with 70
per cent in value
and 95 per cent in
volume being sea-
borne. The conflict
has necessitated
India to consider
the alternative lon-
ger route of Cape
of Good Hope
which would lead
to increased energy costs and of
other commodities creating an
adverse fall out on India’s inter-
national trade. The Houthi mo-
vement is a Shi’ite militant
organisation that controls a
large part of northern Yemen
along with the Red Sea littoral. It
is supported and funded by
Iran. The state of Yemen has
been embroiled in civil war for
more than a decade and the
Houthis have an important role
to play in the escalation of civil
war in this West Asian country. 

Following the outbreak of
the Israel-Hamas war, Iranian
supported militant groups
across West Asia including the
Houthis, expressed support for
the Palestinians. In order to end
attacks in the Red Sea, the
Houthis demanded a ceasefire
in Gaza and an end to Israel’s
blockade of the Gaza Strip.

In political and diplomatic
circles, the Red Sea crisis is also
known as the United States-Iran
proxy war. The Houthis are in
alliance with the Axis of Resis-
tance, an informal anti-Israel
and anti-Western political and
military coalition led by the
Iranian government. 

It includes the Syrian Arab
Republic, Lebanese Shia mili-
tant group Hezbollah, Hamas of
Gaza and various other militant
groups in Palestine. Hamas, the
Islamic Resistance movement, is
the largest and most capable
militant group in the Palestine
territories.  

The Red Sea connects the
Indian Ocean with the Mediter-
ranean Sea through the Suez

Canal. It is one of the most heav-
ily travelled waterways in the
world carrying traffic between
Europe and Asia. Before the
Suez Canal was opened for traf-
fic in 1869, merchant and com-
mercial vessels had to travel
between Europe and Asia

through the Cape
of Good Hope in
South Africa. The
Suez Canal
reduced the dis-
tance, cost and
time to a consider-
able extent for the
shipping industry.
In a year, some
30,000 vessels use
the canal, with the
tanker trade, spe-
cially very large
and ultra large
crude carriers
(VLCC and ULCC)
being the most
lucrative for Egy-

pt’s economy. The income from
the canal is the major source of
revenue after tourism for the
government of Egypt. 

To accommodate these lar-
ge carriers, the canal has been
widened, deepened and fur-
nished with every modern aid to
safety and speed. When it was
opened, the canal had a draught
of 26 ft. Today it is more than 70
ft. This is a stupendous develop-
ment. Savings in distance, time
and transport cost have a major
influence in planning the ship-
ping world.

Access to the Suez Canal re-
mains very important because it
is a transit route and a super-
highway for oil from the Persian
Gulf. For naval ships cruising
between the Mediterranean and
the Indian Ocean, the highway
is of great strategic importance. 

The present geo-political
scene around the Suez is unsta-
ble due to uninterrupted piracy
in Somali waters near the Gulf
of Aden and the situation in
West Asia caused by the Israel-
Hamas war. The crisis has ad-
versely affected world trade and
commerce. Prosperity Garden is
a US-led international military
operation by a multinational
coalition formed in December
2023 to respond to Houthi-led
attacks on shipping in the Red
Sea. The coalition currently has
more than twenty members of
which ten are anonymously
involved. The known members
are Britain, Bahrain, Canada and
Norway. France, Italy and Spain
have declined to participate. 

Egypt and Saudi Arabia,

both economically reliant on
unhindered commercial ship-
ping in the Red Sea-Suez corri-
dor are absent from the listed
participants. The new military
alliance is not free of problems.
As Yemen is an Arab state, no
other Arabian country will like
to attack it. Many of these new
alliance partners will not like to
join a conflict posturing as sup-
porters of Israel. They will also
like to refrain from serious con-
flict in West Asia that is funded,
supported, assisted and strate-
gized covertly or overtly by Iran.
The Suez Canal Authority has
reported that navigation traffic
in the Suez Canal has not so far
been affected by what is happ-
ening in the Red Sea. 

However, on 10 January
2024, the UN Security Council
adopted a resolution demand-
ing a cessation of Houthi attacks
on merchant vessels. 

Undaunted by the resolu-
tion, the Houthis continued to
launch drone and missile attac-
ks on international ships and
warships in the Red Sea. In retal-
iation, on 12 January, the coali-
tion launched its first airstrikes
against Houthi targets in
Yemen. Houthis have pledged to
retaliate. The Israel-Hamas War
and the Houthi onslaught on the
Red Sea–Suez corridor have
brought a dangerous turmoil in
the geo-political scenario at the
beginning of 2024. 

It is not only West Asia that
is affected. The geo-political
scenario has wider repercus-
sions.  Globalisation has
brought the world closer and
made nations interdependent.
Commerce and international
trade has to flow to its destina-
tions in a short time. The Suez
Canal is a point in the global sea
route between the Atlantic and
the Indian Ocean. The access to
the canal cannot be compro-
mised at any cost. 

The Red Sea will remain a
veritable and inevitable geo-
political hot spot for the world
for 2024. It may trigger larger
confrontation and conflict. It is,
accordingly, necessary to create
and put in operation under the
UN initiative a dedicated inter-
national maritime structure
under a naval power for coordi-
nating movement of ships up to
Aden or Bab-el- Mandeb for
their entry to the Red Sea and
smooth passage to the Suez
Canal. The Israel-Hamas war
and the Houthi onslaught in the
Red Sea are a cause of global
apprehension.

Mental health is a basic
human right. It emphasis-
es the right to be protected
from mental health risks

by having accessible, acceptable and
quality care and being included in
society. Mental health is more than the
absence of mental disorders as it is the
ability to live with financial and emo-
tional stability and integrity. 

The World Health Organisation
describes mental health as a “state of
well-being in which the individual
realises his or her capabilities, can
cope with the normal stresses of life,
can work productively and fruitfully
and can contribute to his or her com-
munity.”

Globally, 1 in 7 adolescents expe-
riences mental health conditions, and
most remain undiagnosed and un-
treated. Seventy-one percent of peo-
ple with psychosis do not receive men-
tal health services and are vulnerable
to social exclusion, discrimination,
stigma, risk-taking behaviours, ill
health and human rights violence. 

Mental health systems worldwide
have major gaps in governance,
resources, services, information and
technologies. The fulfilment of such
gaps is crucial as they affect the coun-
try’s mental health response.

A 2022 WHO report titled “World
Mental Health Report: Transforming
Mental Health for All” revealed the
estimation that the loss of productivity
across the life course attributed to
mental health conditions will cost the
global economy $6 trillion by 2030. 

The report draws attention to poor

mental health services globally and the
need for mental health change. This
serves as a landmark to guide renewed
efforts in mental health, address the
needs and bridge the gaps.

Nepal’s mental health needs are
high, but we are only taking baby steps
in interventions. Nonetheless, the shift
from seeking help from traditional
healers to professional health special-
ists is gradually increasing. There are
three main reasons to invest in mental
health: Public health, human rights
and socioeconomic development.

We have increased multisector
intervention in mental health, includ-
ing the National Mental Health Strate-
gy and Action Plan 2020. The action
plan focuses on integrating mental
health services across all public health
care system tiers. 

This strategic plan describes the
provision of free primary mental
health services nationwide. The Com-
munity Mental Health Care Package
2074 intends to facilitate the imple-
mentation of the National Mental
Health Policy. Even though communi-
ty mental health programmes have
been scaled up, there is a lack of clini-
cal supervision of trained non-special-
ist service providers and a regular sup-
ply of psychotropic medications. These
are essential for effectively implement-
ing mental health services in primary
care settings. WHO Quality Rights is a
global initiative to improve care in
mental health and related services and
to promote the rights of people with
psychosocial, intellectual and cogni-
tive disabilities. It is a new approach
to mental health that is right-based
and recovery-oriented. There has been
a paradigm shift in providing mental
health services from the treatment,
focusing on pathology and medica-
tions, to a holistic approach to recov-
ery, social functioning and quality of
life. This initiative focuses on capacity
building to combat stigma and dis-
crimination, creating community-
based, person-centred and recovery-
oriented services that respect and pro-
mote human rights, improve the qual-
ity of care and reform laws and poli-
cies in line with the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities and other interna-
tional standards. The moral transfor-
mation in the treatment of mental
health problems is a must to protect
people’s rights. 
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The other India

In the vast tapestry of India’s economic narrative,
there exists a stark duality that often evades the spot-
light ~ the tale of two Indias, where urban prosperity

dances to a different rhythm than the rural heartland’s
struggle for survival. The recent insights into the chal-
lenges faced by the rural majority paint a poignant por-
trait of economic disparity that demands our attention
and contemplation. As the statistics trumpet India's
forecasted annual growth of 7.3 per cent, a closer
inspection reveals a divergence in fortunes that tran-
scends mere numbers. For millions in rural India, an
economic slowdown has become an oppressive reality,
contrary to the nation’s overall economic triumph. The
crux of the issue lies in the fraying fabric of rural
employment. Fewer jobs, intensified competition, and
dwindling farm output conspire to erode the financial
stability of those living in the agricultural hinterland. A
growth rate in farm output that has dwindled from 4
per cent to 1.8 per cent in the current fiscal year accen-
tuates the challenges faced by a sector that employs
over 40 per cent of the country’s workforce. While the
government projects an image of robust economic
health, indicative data points suggest a slow recovery
in rural areas. The demand for the government’s mini-
mum job guarantee scheme is on the rise, and agricul-
ture growth in the September quarter remains lacklus-
tre. It prompts a critical examination of the claimed
“inclusive growth” narrative, especially when the daily
struggles of families in states like Uttar Pradesh, West
Bengal, and Odisha starkly contradict the buoyant eco-
nomic projections. The upcoming elections cast a loom-
ing shadow over this economic dissonance. Prime Min-
ister Narendra Modi, seeking a third term, might find it
imperative to bolster rural subsidies in response to the
palpable distress. The expected victory for the Bharatiya
Janata Party would be propelled not so much by rural
economic rectification but by a lacklustre opposition.

The crux of the matter extends beyond electoral pol-
itics. It is a tale of diminishing rural incomes, height-
ened inflation, and an unyielding cycle of debt for those
grappling with hardships. The rural economy's decline
is further exacerbated by environmental factors, with a
drop in key crop outputs due to erratic weather pat-
terns and falling reservoir levels. The narrative of rural
India's struggles contrasts sharply with the urban suc-
cess story, where median salaries have seen a robust 10
per cent increase in 2023. The sales of high-ticket items
like smartphones and SUVs in urban areas underscore a
thriving consumer market. Yet, this urban affluence
appears as a mere echo in the vast rural landscapes,
where two-wheeler sales, considered a barometer of
rural consumption, are below pre-pandemic levels.
Bridging the urban-rural economic gap necessitates a
holistic approach that addresses structural issues, bol-
sters agricultural sustainability, and ensures that the
economic renaissance touted on global platforms per-
meates every corner of the nation. The time is ripe for
introspection and action, not just for political expedi-
ency but for the very essence of inclusive growth India
aspires to achieve.

Strategic gaps

In a rapidly evolving geopolitical landscape, the Unit-
ed States finds itself recalibrating its military readin-
ess, particularly in the Pacific, as concerns intensify

over a potential conflict involving Taiwan. Recent joint
exercises with Australia, notably the Talisman Sabre
drills, not only showcased the deepening defence coop-
eration between the two nations but also revealed a
discreet yet critical aspect ~ the creation of new stock-
piles of military equipment left behind in Australia. The
significance of this move lies in the US military’s recog-
nition of the vulnerabilities within its logistics network, a
pivotal factor often overshadowed by discussions of fire-
power and technological prowess. The aftermath of Tal-
isman Sabre saw approximately 330 vehicles, 130 con-
tainers, and assorted equipment strategically positioned
in southeastern Australia. This cache, previously undis-
closed, can sustain up to three logistics companies com-
prising 500 or more soldiers ~ an essential resource for
ensuring timely and efficient supply lines to fighters in
potential conflicts. The looming spectre of a Chinese
invasion of Taiwan has prompted a re-evaluation of the
US military’s logistical capabilities. Interviews with cur-
rent and former officials underscore a consensus that
American military logistics in the Pacific represent a
vulnerable point, one that adversaries might exploit to
cripple US air and sea power. The fear is that China, in a
hypothetical conflict, could target jet fuel supplies or
refuelling ships, thus circumventing direct engagements
with heavily armed fighter jets or the sinking of the US
fleet. In response, the US military is strategically spread-
ing its logistical hubs across the Pacific region, including
establishing warehouses in Australia. This move is not
merely about addressing immediate concerns but is part
of a broader strategy aimed at enhancing the mobility
and distribution of US forces in the region. The US Dep-
artment of Defense emphasises collaboration with allies
to achieve this goal, reflecting a commitment to shared
security interests. However, critics argue that the curre-
nt pace and allocation of resources are insufficient to
address the urgency of the situation. While the US mili-
tary acknowledges the need for a more dispersed and
agile logistics network, some voices, such as Congress-
man Mike Waltz, caution against extended timelines. 

In the face of intelligence warnings blinking red for
the next five years, Mr Waltz points to the disparity in
timelines to address these risks, with some projections
stretching to 10, 15, or even 20 years. The crux of the
matter lies in finding a delicate balance between strate-
gic foresight and immediate action. The Talisman Sabre
exercises and the subsequent stockpiling of military
equipment in Australia demonstrate a proactive
approach to mitigating logistical vulnerabilities. Yet, the
critique underscores the broader challenge the US faces:
how to reconcile the pressing need for security meas-
ures with the bureaucratic timelines inherent in large-
scale military planning and implementation. The road
ahead demands not just strategic foresight but an unwa-
vering commitment to timely action to safeguard
regional stability and security.

Red Sea Turmoil
Vol. CXXXXXVIII  30

The Suez Canal Authority has reported that navigation traffic in the Suez Canal has

not so far been affected by what is happening in the Red Sea. However, on 10 January

2024, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution demanding a cessation of Houthi

attacks on merchant vessels. Undaunted by the resolution, the Houthis continued to

launch drone and missile attacks on international ships and warships in the Red Sea.

In retaliation, on 12 January, the coalition launched its first airstrikes against Houthi

targets in Yemen. Houthis have pledged to retaliate
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SIR, The middle-class people in

the country are terribly shocked
to hear that Union Finance Min-
ister Nirmala Sitharaman did not
deem it necessary to reduce the
tax burden on them, which was

the need of the hour. Even the
standard deduction remains
unchanged.

The Finance Minister’s inter-
im budget for 2024-25 reflects the
ruling party’s insensitive attitude
towards the common people due
its near certainty to come back
to power. 

This sort of arrogance does
not augur well and the people are
bound to react at the appropriate
time in a befitting manner.

Yours, etc., 
Arun Gupta,

Kolkata, 2 February.

Arrogance
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

H  KHASNOBIS

The writer is a former central
civil service officer

who retired from the
Ministry of Defence

Focus on
mental health

UNCOUTH

SIR, Apropos Debaprasad Bhattacharya’s letter to the editor
‘Keep it civil’ published in the 2 February 2024 edition of your
esteemed paper, it is abominable to civil society that some
politicians use the language of the gutter. One’s healthy
upbringing sows the seeds of one’s refined tongue. 

Many politicians of our country have overstepped the
bounds of civility in recent times. The poll watchdog should
deny electoral contests to politicians who do not hesitate to
barter away their dignity for an uncouth tongue.

Yours, etc.,
Anindya Ghosal, 

Burdwan, 2 February.   

^o^qf=jfqo^= EÇK MRJMOJOMNMF —
Aatima and Aapiya to all,  fondly
remembered by Jayanta, Sharmistha
and Indrajit Mitra as well as Saheb and
@mittirbariarchives.

PERSONAL



If additional testimony were needed to
the benefits of agricultural research it might
be found in the latest report of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in the Central Provinces
and Berar. As the result of the distribution of
improved varieties of seeds, the Depart-
ment can claim, at a conservative estimate,
that the produce of the Province has been
increased in value to an extent represented
by at least Rs. 46 and half lakhs; and it
appears that the odd Rs. 6 and half lakhs is
more than enough to cover the cost of the
departmental work. This is no more than a
sample of the benefits within the reach of
research. There can be no doubt, as the
report says, that only the fringe of the vast
subject of agricultural improvement has
been touched hitherto, and unlimited pos-
sibilities of advance remain to be explored.
Crores have been added to the agricultural
wealth of Berar by the introduction of an
improved variety of cotton some eighteen
years ago; and it is anticipated that this
achievement will be surpassed in future. It
is only one chapter in the history of agri-
cultural research in India - an illustration
of the work carried on by the provincial
agricultural departments and especially by
the Pusa Institute which, it will not be for-
gotten, owes a good deal to the munificence
of an American visitor, Mr. Phipps, during
Lord Curzon's Viceroyalty.

INDIA'S MONEY
POWER
LONDON, FEB. 4

The Times pays a tribute to the
remarkable improvements recently effect-
ed by the Government of India in its finan-
cial mechanism as the result of merging
the Presidency Banks into the Imperial
Bank of India. The paper says that in no
respect is this more beneficial than in the
development of India's money power, par-
ticularly through the medium of the Impe-
rial Bank. The Times further says that it is
authoritative unofficial testimony to the
fact that the Government has been
enabled to make remittances to London
of exceptional magnitude without disturb-
ing the exchange market, and the Indian
currency position may now be regarded a
impregnable. Without remittances made
this year the Government of India can pay
its way abroad without coming into the
exchange market for two years.

KIDNAPPER
SENTENCED
RANGOON, FEB. 4

Mr. Satzler, District Magistrate, in sen-
tencing a Burman to four months' rigorous
imprisonment for abducting  Burmese girl
from the care of a Buddhist monk,
remarked that these kidnapping cases
were becoming far too frequent, and judg-
ing from the crowd in Court the public
were far too interested. In connection with
the girl being in care of a Buddhist monk
the magistrate held that she was not actu-
ally living in the monastery but in quarters
in the garden. It had been quoted that
monks on taking the cloth were supposed
to take no more interest in women, but he
knew the monks looked after relations,
and he did not see that there was any dif-
ference in this case.

RELIGIOUS APATHY
Cardinal Mercier, in a pastoral letter

from Brussels on the subject of the con-
versations regarding Anglican and Roman
Catholic reunion, after emphasising that
the meetings were private and did not
amount to actual negotiations, explains
the origin of the movement as due to the
distress of ecclesiastical authorities at
Liege at the alarming spread of religious
apathy. The Cardinal says the decay of
faith leads to a denial of all religion. This
latter tendency is widespread, though its
manifestations are more flagrant in
Protestant than in Catholic countries. The
conversations were conducted in a very
loyal manner and were inspired by a
desire to arrive at some satisfactory solu-
tion of the difficult questions at issue. 

BRITISH POLICY IN
INDIA
LONDON, FEB. 4

Mr. George Lansbury, M.P., writing
in the Daily Herald suggests that the Gov-
ernment of India should send a "message
of hope" to India, and he appeals to Sir
Sydney Olivier to hold a consultation with
the Viceroy in regard to the uncondition-
al release of Mr. Gandhi and all other
political prisoners. He urged that a Royal
Commission should be set up in England
to examine and report on the present
position in India and the future relation-
ships with Britain and the dominions. Mr.
Lansbury suggests that Mr. Gandhi, Mr.
Srinivasa Sastri, Mrs. Annie Besant and
the Ali brothers should be invited to visit
England in order to give evidence. 

SOUTHERN
COMMAND

It is officially announced that Lieu-
tenant-General Sir Harold Walker has
been selected to succeed Lieutenant-
General Sir William Marshall as the Gen-
eral Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Southern Command, and is expected to
arrive in India at the end of February.
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NEWS ITEMS

OCCASIONAL NOTE

ACROSS

1 Good-natured 

question politician 

once asked himself 

(8)

6 Drink when drinking 

party returns 

(4)

9 Reporter�s egotistical 

passage that�s 

essential for 

circulation 

(4)

10 Style having fewer 

frills could be rubbish 

(10)

11 More disorderly 

reforms united 

leaders of Irish 

Republic (8)

12 Outspoken French 

satire without the 

letter �e� (6)

13 She accommodates 

solicitors either way 

(5)

14 Is Head of Eton 

stopping lesson being 

broadcast still? 

(9)

18 Integrity of conviction 

leads to criminal 

record being 

overturned 

(9)

20 What generates much 

interest as a rule 

needs everything to 

be right 

(5)

23 Travelling into work 

introduces an 

alternative (6)

25 Show four people 

holding hands with 

actors (8)

26 Disagree with senior 

policeman blocking 

agreement (10)

27 Snug Lycra trousers 

lacking appealing 

features (4)

28 Legal documents 

about axing women�s 

prison (4)

29 Bull gored leg badly (8)

DOWN

2 Doctor obtaining new 

social worker for 

charity case (9)

3 BBC matinee regularly 

broadcast Taxi Driver 

(6)

4 Opportunity grasped 

by heartless lad in 

evening up for social 

whirl? (8,7)

5 Work out tax cut with 

head of state 

(8)

6 Witnessed animal 

bearing litter (5)

7 Refuse to consider 

statement of Norfolk 

woman (7)

8 Medical condition 

affected hearing 

mostly (6)

13/16  Start replacing 

second half of trading 

area like Slough (6)

15 Spooner�s 

interpretation of 

penalty regulations in 

hopeless case 

(4,5)

16 See 13 Down

17 Average level of 

quality that may be 

raised (8)

19 Plan no longer 

includes current use 

(7)

21 Take stock of 

regulation covering 

terms of onerous 

contract (6)

22 Cover up man 

supporting strike 

action (6)

24 Football team�s place 

in ground (5)

NOTE: Figures in parentheses denote the number of letters  in the  words required.  (By arrangement with The Independent, London)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8
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13 14 15 16

17
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23 24 25
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28 29

CROSSWORD

S T R A I G H T C U T
E I N A H E

P E R M A N E N T M A G N E T
L V T V E R D H
A G I T A T E D I O C E S E
N C R S R R
E V E N T I D E S E G H A M
T P H I E T E O
A I R E R D I A P H R A G M
R O O D R E
I N V I T E D R A T A T A T
U I T R A I E E
M I D D L E E N G L A N D E R

E E A O R L
R U D I M E N T A R Y

YESTERDAY'S SOLUTION

NO-292684

I
walk. Every Saturday I walk with a
bunch of friends on tracks and
trails, in parks and promenades,
alongside lakes and rivers. We

vary the turf and trajectory every time,
so we get to have a different view of
the city. Because it is luckily a port
city, we are walking today on the
beach.

I am new to this town. I have
been here less than six months and
feel like a voyager scanning a new
planet. Driving around is one way of
getting to know the town. It embeds a
map of the place in my mind. But it
gives me a macro-view; I miss a lot of
the micro-charms as I must focus on
the tricky corners and trickier traffic.
So, I have started to walk around quite
a bit. And I have joined a gregarious
group that explores different parts of
the city every weekend. I get to meet
new people as I discover new parts of
the city.

It is early morning and I feel lucky
to find a parking space right next to
the beach. I walk over to join the
group of hikers.

As I trudge through the sand, in
my path is a small child crawling
toward the water. Behind him sit his
young parents on a bench, talking
and laughing. Presently the mother
notices her runaway child and runs
to pick him up and bring him back.
The child fidgets frantically and, the
moment his mother places him on

the ground, tries crawling away
again.

There are not yet too many peo-
ple on the beach, and I spot our group
readily. A motley group of fifteen men
and women, many in shorts and all in
caps. The luminous sun justifies the
headgear and presages the warmth to
come. A high tide earlier must have
moistened the shore, for the ground

feels packed and firm, easier to walk
on than drier sand.

We walk briskly on the beach, a
row of large and small beach houses
on our left and the sea on the right.
The water is calm, the tiniest waves
undulating, glinting in the sun. I am
not good at identifying birds, but I
spot some herons and egrets and, fur-
ther down, flocks of sparrows and

waterfowls.
The sun is rising but a brisk sea

breeze is keeping us cool as we
march on. Depending on our walk-
ing ardor, we tend to fragment into
smaller clusters, talking of our week-
end plans, last dinner fiasco or culi-
nary triumph, future travel or vaca-
tion dreams.

Since it is a weekend and the
weather is congenial, more beachgo-
ers start trickling in. They spread blan-
kets and place folding chairs on the
beach. Many have come with children
and promptly start opening picnic
baskets. Kids are the eternal
scroungers and scavengers, collecting
shells and stones. Some have come
with dogs that are happily romping
next to the water; others are taking
their adolescent children knee-deep
into the sea.

We have done about four miles
and we stop for coffee at a small bistro
close to the beach. I order a croissant
and a latté while others order muffins
and coffee. It is a pleasant respite in
affable company. Then it is time to
turn back. Kim, our guide, says, “Let’s
do another couple of miles before we
stop for the day.”

It is warmer now but the cool
breeze across the sea is a solace. A
thousand tiny waves are glittering
in the sun. A green beach house on
the other side has a party about to
start, with visible trays of soda and

beer bottles on an oblong table.
The yellow mansion next to it has
three people on its second-floor
deck, smoking, tobacco or weed I
wonder.

The sky is pale blue with only a
few tufts of cloud floating by. There
are many more people on the beach
now. A distinct touch of a festive air.
People talking and laughing. Women
lounging and sunbathing. Dogs sniff-
ing at the edge of the water. An elderly
woman carrying a kitten.

We have now returned to the
starting point. I am saying goodbye
to my hiking friends before walking
to the car, parked at the far end of
the beach, when I notice the same
child I had seen before crawling on
the ground near her parents and
playing with sand. Now I am sur-
prised to see the child on its legs. It is
tottering, teetering left and right, but
still moving, making it slowly to the
water’s edge under the watchful eyes
of its mother. The child finally lurch-
es its way right to the water and
then, in a classic boyish gesture,
kicks the shallow water. Its mother
throws back her head and laughs.
The kick was a gesture of triumph.
The child can now walk – and walk
back.

(The writer is a US-based international
development advisor and had worked with
the World Bank. He can be reached at
mnandy@gmail.com)
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A walk on the beach

illastration by : Debabrata Chakrabarty

BHARAT DOGRA

A
path of non-violent struggle
can often be the best forward
when the cause is deeply
rooted in justice and there is

widespread recognition of this being
so.

The Palestinian cause can be
described, within the framework of
the two-state solution, as the yearn-
ing of the Palestinian people for a
state of their own for achieving a life
of peace, dignity and justice without
being hampered by others.

Framed in this way, without any
threat to Israel or anyone else, the
Palestinian cause can get widespread
support in the international commu-
nity, as well as overwhelming support
among all those people who stand for
peace and justice. While the support
of the Arab countries may be the
strongest, in addition there will be
support also from distant places.

Such causes are best pursued in
non-violent, open and transparent
ways, not in violent and secretive
ways. Truth is on their side, justice is
on their side, reason is on their side.
Hence open movements which are
pursued in non-violent ways with
continuity and can be sustained for a
long enough time are the most suited
in such conditions. If in the process
people can acquire a much deeper
and wider commitment to non-vio-
lence, this will be even better for the
future of the people and their coun-
try.

Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther
King Jr. and Nelson Mandela are only
some of the great persons of the pre-
vious century who showed the way
ahead with their non-violent strug-
gles, whether in the form of civil dis-
obedience or peaceful mass protest
movements or in other ways. Their
inspiring struggles should not be seen
as merely a part of history but instead
should inspire many more non-vio-
lent struggles in this century, whether
for the cause of democracy, or envi-
ronment protection, or for a life based
on justice and dignity. The struggle of

the Palestinian people involves all
these components, as issues relating
to water, farming, fishing, livelihoods,
and the growing problems relating to
all of these in times of climate change
are also involved.

In fact, the region is very vulnera-
ble to climate change-related prob-
lems with its coastal areas, deserts and
water scarcity. Hence if a two-state
solution can be worked out peacefully
then both Palestine and Israel will be
freed from the burden of excessive
militarization and will also be able to
cooperate with each other for resolv-
ing the new problems arising from cli-
mate change.

Imagine a scene in which the
struggle instead of being led by the
battle cries of the likes of Hamas is
instead led by peaceful processions of
Palestinians who declare openly and
loudly - their voice amplified by

increasingly sympathetic world media
- that they also desire the welfare of
all people of Israel and their only
yearning and struggle is for a state of
their own where they can live with
peace and dignity. While it is likely
that such a struggle will get the sup-
port of most countries as well as the
UN, at the same time efforts can be
made to make the change more
acceptable to Israel by, for instance,
several Western countries arranging a
finance package to ensure that the
settlers in the West Bank can return
home to Israel in acceptable condi-
tions without burdening the Israeli
economy.

At the same time, of course, the
international community should also
arrange substantial relief for all those
Palestinians who have been victim-
ized and deprived in such horrible
ways. Hence a non-violent struggle of

the Palestinians supported by the
international community in such a
way that the hostility of Israel is
steadily reduced can give good results
within a relatively short period of time
and can provide a very inspirational
chapter for the 21st century.              

It must be realized that when the
weaker and wronged side is prepar-
ing for a non-violent struggle, it is
important also to work on the
stronger adversary to increase the
chances of an early settlement and to
minimize the chances of any repres-
sive actions. Hence the role of the
international community, the United
Nations, and of the peace movement
in various parts of the world will be
very important for ensuring a happy
ending for such a non-violent strug-
gle. In the process of making such an
effort, the peace movements in vari-
ous parts of the world can achieve

greater unity and increasing strength
which will be useful for other peace
initiatives as well. Reputed diplomats
can also help in this.

In the present conditions, how-
ever, so much serious harm has been
caused to the people of Gaza that any
hope in the distressing situation can
be brought about first and foremost
only by a ceasefire followed by a big
rehabilitation effort. This is the biggest
need for these times. After this as the
post-war situation is sought to be sta-
bilized in a peaceful way, the path of
non-violence should get much more
importance in any efforts that are
taken up to achieve a two-state solu-
tion and other justified demands of
the Palestinians. 

(The writer is Honorary Convener, Campaign to
Save Earth Now. His recent books include
Planet in Peril, Protecting Earth for Children
and A Day in 2071.) 

Non-violence the best
path for Palestine
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There has been a definite
turnaround in the real
estate market. After the

Covid-19 pandemic, home-
buyers are increasingly opting
for larger and more luxurious
homes. This surge in demand
for luxury housing, defined as
projects priced above Rs 1.5
crore in most Indian cities,
has led to a substantial
increase in the launch of new
projects in this category.
According to a report from
real estate consultancy
Anarock in October, out of
the 116,220 units launched in
Q3 2023 across various price
brackets in India's top seven
cities, approximately 27 per
cent were in the luxury cate-
gory. This represents a signif-
icant rise from Q3 2018 when
luxury housing comprised
only 9 percent of the total
units launched. Anuj Puri,
Chairman of Anarock Group
says “This quarter's luxury
supply is the highest in the
past five years. Moreover,
ultra-high-net-worth indi-
viduals (UHNIs), with a net
worth of $30 million or more,
have have interest in the lux-
ury real estate market.   
Popular destinations for
Indian real estate investments
abroad include London,

Dubai, Singapore, Australia,
and New York. Dubai, in
particular, is a favoured loca-
tion due to its tax-friendly
environment, business oppor-
tunities, and the benefits of
golden visas. In Q1 2023,
Indian investors contributed
20 per cent to all property
transactions in Dubai,
totalling close to $2 billion.
London is also attractive for
its potential for capital
growth, strong rental yields,
and an easy purchase process.
But interestingly enough
India is also emerging as a
chosen destination for
UHNIs across the world.
Now it ranks just below the
UK, UAE, and USA and is at
par with Canada. In terms of
regional trends, Hyderabad
led in new luxury supply in
Q3 2023 among India's top
seven cities, followed by the
Mumbai Metropolitan
Region (MMR). The demand

for luxury homes is notably
driven by high-net-worth
individuals, including cor-
porate C-suite executives and
startup entrepreneurs, resid-
ing in these cities. The desire
for expansive luxury proper-
ties as alternative living des-
tinations, particularly those
offering a second home in
green surroundings, has
become a significant aspect of
the Indian ethos post-pan-
demic.
The future of commercial
real estate in the United States
is undergoing significant
changes, marked by uncer-
tainties in the economy, shifts
in technology, and transfor-
mations in how and where
people work. The industry's
tectonic changes, including
inflation, interest rate increas-
es, and technological shifts,
impacting the demand for
various types of properties is
the reason new destinations
are emerging. To fill in the
supply side many new ven-
tures are coming up. Godrej
properties, Mahindra life-
spaces, Oberoi reality were
already there  and are now
upbeat Many new   ones are
joinging them. For instance,
Forbes Property, a JV of
media house Forbes has ven-

tured into properties its
Indian arm is already in the
business. In India's 14 Tier 1
cities, including Delhi,
Mumbai, Hyderabad,
Bengaluru and Chennai, there
have been 4.13 lakh new
launches, out of which there
were 14,754 luxury projects
(per unit more than INR 5
crore) and almost all, 14,654
had immediate takers. It is
noteworthy that luxury pro-
jects make up nearly 4% of the
total launches. Michael W.
Jalbert, CEO, of Forbes Global
Properties, is optimistic about
the India story. “Our expan-
sion into India is particular-
ly meaningful. The nation's
burgeoning markets present
unlimited opportunities for
discerning buyers and
investors seeking ultra-luxu-
rious homes, coveted estates,
and premium developments,"
he said. Their first offering
will be in New Delhi. It has
tied up with the JV of Orange
Smart City in Navi Mumbai
for the development of 1200
acres of land. Indeed, after a
short lull due to the pandem-
ic, the Indian property mar-
ket is all set to reach dizzy
heights!
(The writer is a market con-
sultant; views are personal)

Adult entertainer Poonam Pandey's latest antic has not entertained people one bit,
rather it has left them shocked and angry. Hours after she posted steamy pho-
tos from Goa on her social media account, her PR manager claimed that Poonam

has died of cervical cancer, only for her to disclose a day later that she was "here,
alive". The pathetic excuse for the reprehensible 'death' hoax: It was to raise aware-
ness about cervical cancer, to make people talk about it. Effectively, does she believe
that all our brand ambassadors for polio eradication, menstrual safety and suchlike
social awareness campaigns need to announce their deaths for the public to start talk-
ing about the cause close to their heart? But ye public hai, sab jaanti hai.... Everyone
knows it for what it was – a cheap publicity stunt for another 15 minutes of fame! But
this time, Poonam has crossed the line and ventured into uncharted territory. The inci-
dent has sparked outrage on social media, with users and celebrities severely con-

demning her action. On Friday, her team announced
that Poonam had died on Thursday night due to cer-
vical cancer.  However, the very next day, the model-
actor's posts announced that she was alive. In her
videos, she said, "I am alive. I didn't die of cervical
cancer. Unfortunately, I can't say that about those hun-
dreds and thousands of women who have lost their
lives because of cervical cancer." She went on to dis-
cuss the disease, expressing concern about the lack
of knowledge surrounding it and emphasising the need
for awareness. The 'news', which initially prompted
messages of condolence and mourning, quickly gave
rise to a storm of criticism on social media. Users

started slamming Poonam for what they considered a tasteless and insensitive pub-
licity stunt. Celebrities, including her industry friends, expressed disappointment and
disbelief, with some accusing her of crossing ethical boundaries. This is not the first
time Poonam, whose claim to fame is showing skin and indulging in theatrics, has
courted controversy for publicity. She gained attention for her promise to strip if the
Indian cricket team won the 2011 Cricket World Cup.
Reckless publicity stunts, especially those involving fake deaths or serious health issues,
must be unequivocally condemned due to their inherent unethical nature. Breaking the
law of the land (and this one in particular is a criminal offence), causing public nuisance,
manipulating emotions, spreading false information and exploiting sensitive topics for
personal gain demonstrate a lack of moral integrity and a disregard for the potential harm
caused to society. Individuals engaging in such behaviour not only compromise their
credibility but also harm the cause. Public figures have a responsibility to act with integri-
ty and authenticity as their actions influence and shape public perception. Admonishing
those who resort to deceptive publicity stunts sends out a clear message that ethical
boundaries must be upheld, fostering a more honest and transparent media approach.
Encouraging genuine efforts for awareness and social causes ensures that the public
remains informed and engaged without falling victim to any manipulation. Even if we
are to assume that she had a genuine desire to raise awareness about cervical cancer,
how did she achieve that? In a way, her act ridiculed cancer survivors and used their
plight to garner likes and increase her online following. If one is serious about cancer
patients, one could do it many ways; this was certainly not one of them. While Poonam
has gained attention for various reasons, it is henceforth important to approach any
information about her with reinforced scepticism. She has been a controversial figure,
often making headlines for her bold and provocative statements or actions. In the past,
she gained attention for her association with the Kingfisher Calendar, which propelled
her into the limelight. She later ventured into acting and appeared in a few forgettable
Bollywood films. Poonam has often used her social media presence to grab attention
and boost her career. This incident also has lessons for those who blindly believe in
media posts. They would do well to cross-check facts rather than believe every news
that comes their way, especially through social media. Poonam's fake death stunt has
undeniably backfired; it sheds light on the lengths some individuals may go to hog the
limelight in the age of social media. Even if it be a rap on the knuckles, Poonam must
face legal consequences. Time alone will tell how the public and the entertainment indus-
try she belongs to, make her pay. Ideally, she ought to! We demand legal action.

Dead, Undead!

work, I could not do so as banks were
accordingly instructed to give access to
the drop box only during working hours
of the bank. When enquired, the officials
contend quoting RBI that the cheques are
safer when the drop box is accessible only
during working hours. How did RBI
reach this conclusion.? Was there large-
scale misuse of stealing drop boxes or
pouring water etc and if so to what per-
centage, more so when security is provid-
ed round the clock.? Why should a cus-
tomer lose a day just because he/she can-
not drop the cheques at their conve-
nience? I request RBI to reconsider this
decision.

D Nagarjuna | Kushaiguda  

IMRAN KHAN ON A STICKY WICKET
Sir — Imran Khan getting two separate
jail terms for 10 & 14 years in just two
days for revealing some official secrets
and for illegally selling state gifts respec-
tively, comes as a severe blow to the crick-
eter-turned-politician, and the verdicts

seem to have totally annihilated his
political career. Pathetically, Khan, who
was hailed as one of the most popular
politicians in Pakistan, has already been
knocked out of the general elections con-
test scheduled to be held in the country
on February 8. 
A wily cricket captain during his inter-
national playing days, Imran Khan was
always on a sticky wicket on the politi-
cal field.  The two latest verdicts should
foment Khan to introspect, to understand
the mistakes that he committed, and to
take corrective measures. The story of
Imran Khan teaches an important lesson
that charisma and popularity alone will
not be enough to govern a country.
Rather it underscores the need for effi-
ciency, transparency, accountability, and
above all sense of responsibility.

Ranganathan Sivakumar | Chennnai

TELEPATHIC REVOLUTION
Sir — In a twist reminiscent of our
favourite childhood sci-fi movies, Elon
Musk's Neuralink is turning Professor X's
telepathic dreams into reality. Musk
recently announced the successful
implantation of the first telepathy chip in
a human brain, marking a pivotal
moment in the convergence of science fic-
tion and reality.
This telepathy chip will revolutionize
human communication by allowing indi-
viduals to control electronic devices
with their thoughts. Neuralink's surgical
robot, implants the chip, enabling wire-
less communication between the brain
and Neuralink. With Alexa and Google
AI nestled inside our heads, the implica-
tions are profound, ranging from aiding
the disabled to transforming how we
interact with technology.
Yet, this technological leap comes at a
cost. The potential invasion of privacy is
staggering. The chip's ability to read
thoughts and record memories poses a
threat to personal information, pass-
words, and the very essence of human
cognition. The imaginary scenario of
humanity succumbing to artificial intel-
ligence looms large, with the risk of wide-
spread hacking and manipulation.
While the telepathy chip offers unparal-
leled benefits, enhancing the lives of those
with disabilities and neurological disor-
ders, its dark side raises alarms. Are we
on the edge of a utopian future or
hurtling towards a dystopian nightmare
where humanity is assimilated into a
robotic existence?

Preetiyukta Mohakud | Bhubaneswar

THE DROP BOX IS DISAPPEARING
Sir — The drop box facility which was
hitherto available 24x7 is now dispensed
with in all banks purportedly due to new
instructions from the RBI. The drop box
is available now but with a rider. The cus-
tomer has to visit the bank during work-
ing hours to drop the cheques. To my sur-
prise, today when I wanted to drop a
cheque in the early hours before going to
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Poonam Pandey's crude act, if anything, has 
belittled cervical cancer survivors and activists

over 1,200 Israeli lives.
Challenges Faced by Israel:
Israel's preparedness to
counter new and unexpected
forms of attacks, such as kid-
nappings and chemical
assaults, relies heavily on gath-
ering comprehensive intelli-
gence daily. Both the U.S. and
Israel have designated Hamas
as a terrorist organization,
complicating the situation fur-
ther, given Hamas's refusal to
recognize Israel's right as a
state and its territorial claims.
The Struggle for Peace:
Hamas enjoys a significant
advantage due to political,
military, and local factors. The
Palestinians' desire for Israel's
withdrawal from the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, coupled
with Hamas's military capabil-
ities and ideological mobi-
lization at the grassroots level,
poses a formidable challenge.
The Historical Context:
The conflict between Israel
and Palestine has deep histor-
ical roots, with both sides
gradually realizing the neces-
sity of a two-state solution for
survival. While initial agree-
ments, such as the Oslo Peace
Accord in 2007, provided a ray
of hope, subsequent develop-
ments, including ongoing
Israeli attacks, have jeopar-
dized the peace process. The
existence of separate govern-
ments in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip has complicated
matters.

Challenges to Mediation:
Efforts towards negotiations
must address complex issues,
including settlement disputes,
security concerns, education,
water, refugees, and other vital
aspects. The international
community, especially Islamic
nations, must carefully navi-
gate the delicate situation to
prevent the region from turn-
ing into a battlefield.
Peter T. Coleman's perspec-
tive on polarized conflicts
suggests that understanding
the system as a whole is cru-
cial for finding a resolution.
Awareness of the context and
detailed considerations of the
stakeholders' positions can
pave the way for more effec-
tive mediation efforts. The
current escalation of tensions
in West Asia demands care-
ful handling and diplomatic
efforts to navigate the intri-
cate landscape. As the world
watches these critical devel-
opments, the need for com-
prehensive and nuanced
approaches to peace remains
paramount. The global com-
munity must work towards
establishing a permanent link
between Israel and Palestine,
fostering an environment
where negotiations can
address underlying issues,
In the face of extreme circum-
stances and the seeming
absence of hope for reconcil-
iation, addressing the root
causes of the conflict becomes

paramount. The ongoing vio-
lence necessitates a compre-
hensive approach, delving into
minute details to understand
and resolve the multifaceted
challenges at play. As efforts for
mediation intensify on a glob-
al scale, a nuanced and all-
encompassing strategy is
required to address the intri-
cacies of the Israel-Palestine
crisis.
Key issues such as resolving
settlement disputes, ensuring
security, providing essential
services like food and educa-
tion, addressing water con-
cerns, handling the refugee
problem, and seeking amica-
ble solutions through peaceful
negotiations must be central to
any diplomatic initiatives.
International support, partic-
ularly from Islamic countries,
can play a pivotal role in guid-
ing the region toward a more
stable and secure future.
Despite past agreements and
hopeful moments, the persis-
tent challenges have made the
situation increasingly com-
plex. Yet, as the region grapples
with the aftermath of recent
events, there is an opportuni-
ty for the global community to
reevaluate and reinvigorate
efforts towards lasting peace in
West Asia.

(The writer is a recipient of
the Bharat Gaurav award

and is a professor and expert
on strategic affairs;views are

personal)

West Asia crisis: A
threat to global peace

The recent series of
Houthi attacks, ongo-
ing skirmishes
between Israel and
Hamas, and mount-

ing tensions over the UNRWA's
involvement in the October 7,
2023, attack on Israel have reignit-
ed concerns about the prospects
for peace and negotiation in the
volatile region of West Asia. As
Israel continues to deny accusa-
tions, the coming days are poised
to present defining moments for
the peace prospects in the area.
Efforts to Resolve the Conflict:
Various initiatives have been
undertaken to quell the long-
standing regional conflict. The
President of the International
Court of Justice (ICJ), Mr. Joan E.
Donoghue, called on Israel to halt
its strikes across Gaza, offering a
glimmer of hope. However, the
situation remains dire, with the
West Asian Conflict having
already claimed over 26,000 lives
and caused substantial devasta-
tion in recent months.
Palestinian Prime Minister
Mohammed Shtayyeh has urged
an immediate end to Israel's
offences and called for an expe-
dited relief operation to save
lives. The Houthis' increasing
support for the Palestinian cause,
coupled with their recent attacks
on Israel in the Red Sea, has fur-
ther heightened tensions. The
backing from Hamas and
Hezbollah for the Houthis raises
concerns about the expanding
web of terror and conflict in the
Red Sea, affecting trade, commer-
cial interests, and maritime secu-
rity in the Indian Ocean Area.
India's Stance:
India, expressing concern for
regional peace, has consistently
called for the de-escalation of vio-
lence and emphasized the impor-
tance of negotiations. India advo-
cates for peaceful coexistence by
respecting Israel's security needs
while fostering an international
environment for Palestine to exist
independently and securely.
The United States is also appre-
hensive about the rising tensions
in the region. However, recent
trends indicate the difficulty in
persuading Hamas to abandon its
plans for further strikes on Israel,
considering its history of attacks,
including the ruthless assault on
October 7, 2023, which claimed

Snow leopard count falling

AS THE WORLD
WATCHES THESE

CRITICAL
DEVELOPMENTS, THE

NEED FOR
COMPREHENSIVE

AND NUANCED
APPROACHES TO
PEACE REMAINS

PARAMOUNT

India fast emerging as
ultra luxury destination

T
he presence of the elusive and enigmatic
snow leopard is a vital indicator of the
Himalayan ecosystem, especially the region's

rivers.   The  Snow Leopard Population
Assessment in India (SLPAI), under the Global
Snow Leopard and Ecosystem Protection
Programme  (GSLESP), has put the number of
snow leopards in India at 718.  The study that cov-
ered 1,20,000 km of the trans-Himalayan region
has recommended the setting up of a dedicated
snow leopard cell at the Wildlife Institute of India.

Appropriate, considering India's 5 per cent share
of the global snow leopard population.  One of
the most lovely big cats,   snow leopards are seen
predominantly in six Himalayan states----Ladakh,
Uttarakhand, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh. 
Their anatomy is perfect for high altitude because
they possess a large nasal cavity and an abun-
dant number of Red Blood Corpuscles (RBC), that
help them breathe oxygen well unlike other ani-
mals.  The large and thick fur, along with the long
and girthy tail,  help the snow leopard to wrap
itself up in the biting cold of the Himalayas.
No wonder, it is a 12--country--range animal.
Sadly, habitat loss, poaching for its skull, climate
and infrastructural change,  and man-animal con-
flict have reduced the snow leopard- number.
Among these, the last mentioned factor is avoid-
able since the big cat's favourite feast, the white
sheep( argalis), is the livestock of the locals.

Ganapathi  Bhat | Akola

SUDHIR HINDWAN

MANOJ SHARMA

High-end real estate rates soar in the country as global
demand attracts high networth investors

The spectre of escalating tensions in West Asia casts a shadow that extends far beyond; if
steps are not taken now, it would be a catastrophe on global scale
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Beej mantras, also known as seed mantras, are ancient and pow-
erful sound vibrations deeply rooted in the spiritual traditions of
Hinduism and Buddhism. These sacred syllables are believed to

carry a unique resonance that connects the practitioner to higher states
of consciousness, facilitating spiritual growth and well-being. The term
"Beej" is derived from the Sanskrit word for "seed," emphasizing the poten-
tial for profound transformation inherent in these primal sounds.
Origins of Beej Mantras:
The origins of ‘beej’ mantras can be traced back to ancient Vedic texts,
where the power of sound was recognized as a fundamental force in
the universe. According to Vedic philosophy, everything in existence has
a vibrational frequency, and by chanting specific sounds, individuals can
harmonize with these frequencies to invoke positive energies.
How Beej Mantras Work:
The efficacy of ‘beej’ mantras is believed to lie in the vibrational quality
of the sounds. Each syllable is considered to resonate with a particu-
lar frequency that corresponds to a specific chakra or energy centre in
the body. Chanting these mantras is thought to activate and balance these
energy centres, promoting physical, mental, and spiritual well-being.
For example, the mantra "Om" is a universal beej mantra that is said to
represent the primordial sound of the universe.
Popular Beej Mantras and Their Significance:
Om (Aum): Significance: Represents the sound of the universe, sym-
bolizing the essence of ultimate reality. Associated with the crown chakra,
promoting spiritual awakening and connection to the divine.
Shrim: Significance: Linked to the goddess Lakshmi, the embodiment
of wealth, prosperity, and abundance. Aligns with the heart and solar
plexus chakras, fostering love, compassion, and abundance.
Hrim: Significance: Connected to the goddess Durga, symbolizing strength,

courage, and protection. Activates the solar plexus chakra, enhancing
inner strength and confidence.
Kleem: Significance: Associated with the goddess Kali, representing trans-
formation and the fierce aspect of the divine feminine. Influences the root
chakra, aiding in grounding and overcoming obstacles.
Chanting and Meditation with Beej Mantras:
The practice of chanting beej mantras is often incorporated into medi-
tation and spiritual rituals. Devotees may repeat the chosen mantra either
verbally or internally, focusing on the vibrations and the intended qual-
ities associated with the mantra. Repeat the chosen beej mantra with
sincerity and intention. Allow the vibrations to permeate your being, fos-
tering a deep connection with the divine energy.
Benefits of Beej Mantra Meditation:
Stress Reduction:Regular practice of beej mantra meditation has been
shown to reduce stress and promote relaxation .
Enhanced Concentration: Ithelps improve focus and concentration, mak-
ing it an effective tool for those seeking mental clarity.
Spiritual Growth: The transformative power of beej mantras facilitates
spiritual growth, awakening a deeper connection to the self and the divine.
Balanced Energy Centers: By activating and balancing the chakras, beej
mantra meditation promotes holistic well-being, both physically and ener-
getically. Beej mantras serve as potent tools for spiritual seekers, offer-
ing a pathway to connect with the divine within and without. The pro-
found impact of these sacred sounds lies in their ability to resonate with
the universal energy that permeates all of creation. Whether seeking inner
peace, abundance, strength, or transformation, the practice of beej mantra
meditation provides a time-honoured and accessible approach to spir-
itual growth. 

(The writer is a spiritual guide; views are personal)

FIRSTCOLUMN
THE POWER OF BEEJ

MANTRAS

Complex problems
require a collective
intelligence system to

conjure creative solutions.
Just about a decade ago when
Google was finding it diffi-
cult to make its machines
learn to clearly distinguish
between the pictures of a cat
and a dog; the company felt
that to meet the desired lev-
els of accuracy in face recog-
nition systems, it might
require a substantial scale-up
of its processing capacities.
But then its engineers stum-
bled upon the NVIDIA GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit)
which is quite popular in
enabling high-quality video
gaming environments and is
powered with better chipsets
and algorithms.
Google partnered with
NVIDIA and the collabora-

tion now delivers crucial
breakthroughs in AI. It is
widely acknowledged that
the intersection of various
disciplines is perhaps the
most fertile space leading to
path-breaking innovations;
the Neuralink brain chip is
one such very recent exam-
ple. Such interdisciplinary
collaborations become indis-
pensable particularly in the
realm of climate technology,

when there is a race against
time to contain warming to
1.5 to 2 degree celcius limit.
Key Challenges to a
Collaborative Paradigm: The
intellectual property regime
is built upon the philosoph-
ical foundations where it is
believed that healthy compe-
tition among the entities
serves the greatest common
good. However, for address-
ing an existential crisis like
climate change, collective
efforts too must be incen-
tivised by the regulatory
framework.
C o n s o r t i u m - b a s e d
Innovation Model:
An innovation model devel-
oped through integrating the
industry, academia, and pol-
icymakers, can fast-pace the
technological maturity, aug-
ment efficiencies and nudge

consumer behaviour towards
sustainability. In high-veloc-
ity industries such as biotech,
computers and electronics,
an institutional consortium
can create collaborative
innovation wherein learning
occurs through network rela-
tionships and institutions
are both actors and the recip-
ients of the skills and exper-
tise that the learning brings.
Moreover, the convergence
of the key stakeholders also
elevates the Research-
Practice integration.
Such accelerated learning
mechanisms are much need-
ed for climate change man-
agement and adaptation. As
we explore its application in
climate technology, let's delve
into specific areas where col-
laborative efforts can reshape
our approach to environ-

mental challenges:
Renewables and Storage:
Unpredictability in solar and
wind resources necessitates
storage solutions in any reli-
able clean energy scheme.
Thus, solar and wind devel-
opers getting formally net-
worked with battery or other
storage solution providers
and grid managers could
help towards building a more
resilient energy ecosystem.
On similar lines auto manu-
facturers too can be brought
under the collaborative
umbrella. 
Imagine a scenario where the
power grid has a demand
surge, and one gets paid for
supplying electricity to the
grid through the battery in
the electric vehicle. Time of
Use tariffs and Device-
Tagged Electricity Bills:

Electricity during lean
demand periods can be
cheaper. Think of a washing
machine in your house run-
ning only when the electric-
ity is the cheapest during the
day or night. 
The collaboration of the
device/appliances manufac-
turers, digital technology
players and the power distri-
bution companies can
enhance transparency, and
efficiency and cut down the
peak demand requirements
of the power generation
units; notably such peaks
are often met by coal-based
plants. A power distribution
network incentivised by
time-of-use tariffs facilitates
more sustainable consumer
behaviour.
Augmenting Forecasting
through AI: Let’s envision a

scheme where satel lite
imagery of the cloud cover,
projections on wind veloci-
ties and weather data get
analysed by an AI model that
predicts good sunshine and
wind hours well in advance.
Such early knowledge of the
resource pattern would cut
on wasteful spinning
reserves that run as a back-
up to meet any sudden surge
in power demand.
End-of-Life Planning and
Sharing of Resources: A
consortium-based system
would inherently have a cra-
dle-to-grave approach as the
optimal end-use utilisation
would be a natural spin-off.
A re-purposing scheme of
degraded batteries could be
one such example. Also,
cloud and web-based ser-
vices could scale down the

personal device hardware
requirements,  and
blockchain may edge out
inefficient intermediates thus
contributing to sustainabili-
ty.
The recent union budget
announcement on the cre-
ation of a corpus of rupees
one lakh crore targeted
towards interest-free long-
term assistance to private
entities for research and
innovation could go a long
way towards cultivating a
culture of innovation. 
A synergy of efforts could
indeed be a catalyst, as tim-
ing is crucial for the deploy-
ment of climate-friendly
technologies.

(The writer is an Indian
Railway Service officer and
a Commonwealth scholar;

views are personal)

Collaborative innovation: Reshaping climate technology for a sustainable future

Harnessing natural vibrations
for spiritual growth

SWAMI CHARANASHRIT

Budget 2024-25 allocates `1.27 lakh crore to agriculture,
aligning with Sanatan Dharma principles

ANIL AGRAWAL

Interim Budget is a
harmony in harvest

season, celebrating the abundance
of nature and expressing gratitude
through rituals and festivities. Epics
like the Ramayana and
Mahabharata incorporate narra-
tives of agricultural practices, with
Lord Rama cultivating the barren
land and Arjuna spending years in
disguise as a farmer. These stories
not only embed agricultural wisdom
but also highlight the humility and
dedication associated with the act
of farming. Traditional agricultur-
al practices, such as organic farm-
ing and crop rotation, align with
ecological sustainability principles
that were deeply ingrained in
ancient agricultural wisdom.
Government Initiatives in
Harmony with Sanatan Dharma
In recent years, the Government of
India has embarked on a transfor-
mative journey to promote organ-
ic farming, drawing inspiration
from the timeless principles embed-
ded in Sanatan Dharma. This par-
adigm shift reflects a commitment
to sustainability, environmental
stewardship and a holistic under-
standing of agriculture deeply root-
ed in the country's cultural and spir-
itual heritage.
The government has been promot-
ing organic farming as a priority in
the country since 2015-16 through
the schemes of Paramparagat Krishi
Vikas Yojana (PKVY) and Mission
Organic Value Chain Development
for the North Eastern Region
(MOVCDNER). Both schemes
stress providing end-to-end support
to farmers engaged in organic farm-
ing, i.e., from production to process-
ing, certification, and marketing and
post-harvest management training
and capacity building, which are
integral parts of the scheme.
Under PKVY, states and UTs of the
country are provided financial assis-
tance of Rs 50,000/ha for 3 years, out
of which Rs 31,000/ha for 3 years is
provided directly to farmers
through DBT for on-farm and off-
farm organic inputs. Financial assis-
tance of Rs. 8,800/ha for 3 years is
provided for marketing, packaging,

branding, value addition and other
marketing initiatives. Apart from
this, Rs 2,700/ha for 3 years is pro-
vided for certification and residual
analysis. Under the scheme, assis-
tance is also provided at Rs. 7,500/ha
for 3 years for training and capac-
ity building.
Under MOVCDNER, the assis-
tance of Rs 46,575/ha for 3 years is
provided for the creation of FPO,
support to farmers for organic
inputs, quality seeds and planting
material, training, handholding,
and certification. Financial assis-
tance of Rs 32,500/ha for 3 years is
provided to farmers for off-farm or
on-farm organic inputs under the
scheme. The government has also
developed a web portal,
www.Jaivikkheti.in/, as an online
marketing platform for the direct
sale of organic produce by farmers
to consumers to help them achieve
better price realisation. A total of
over 6.09 lakh farmers have been
registered under the Jaivik Kheti
portal. 
The National Centre for Organic
and Natural Farming (NCONF), a
subordinate office of the
Department of Agriculture &
Farmers Welfare (DA&FW), has
been organising various training
and capacity-building programmes,
namely a 30-day certificate course,
field demonstration and training, an
extension officer training pro-
gramme, and a 7-day online or
offline training course on various
aspects of organic farming.
A multidisciplinary team of scien-
tists from the Indian Council of
Agriculture (ICAR) is involved in
providing need-based training to
farmers and extension agents and
giving technical support to state
agencies for the promotion of
organic farming. Scientists at Krishi
Vigyan Kendra (KVK) organise
regular training programmes for
farmers and extension personnel on
organic agriculture, including the
production and use of organic
inputs. Under Soil Health Card
(SHC) schemes, the government is

also promoting Integrated Nutrient
Management (INM) through the
judicious use of chemical fertilisers
in conjunction with bio-fertilisers
and organic manures for improving
soil health, fertility, and productiv-
ity.
Prioritising Farmer Welfare
Traditional agricultural practices,
often found in ancient texts like the
Vedas and Puranas, emphasised the
importance of working in harmo-
ny with nature. The use of natural
fertilisers, crop rotation, and the
avoidance of synthetic chemicals
were integral to these practices, fos-
tering a sustainable approach that
resonates with the principles of
organic farming. Farmers are
encouraged to view their work as a
service to the environment, promot-
ing a sense of responsibility and rev-
erence for the land.
Sanatan Dharma places significant
emphasis on the welfare of all indi-
viduals, and the government's push
for organic farming aligns with this
principle by prioritising the well-
being of farmers. By integrating cul-
tural and spiritual values into agri-
cultural practices, Bharat aims to not
only secure a healthier and more
sustainable future but also to hon-
our the timeless wisdom embedded
in its cultural heritage.
This timeless bond between
Sanatan Dharma and agriculture
exemplifies a holistic worldview
where spirituality, culture, and
ecology converge harmoniously.
As we navigate the challenges of
modern agriculture and environ-
mental concerns, revisiting the
principles embedded in our cultur-
al heritage can offer valuable
insights into sustainable and eth-
ical farming practices. In preserv-
ing and promoting this profound
connection, we not only safe-
guard our agricultural traditions
but also contribute to a more har-
monious coexistence with the
Earth—a timeless legacy that tran-
scends generations.
(The author is a member of Rajya

Sabha; views are personal)

Collaborative spirit is now indispensable in the urgent realm of climate technology, where the need to combat global warming races against time

In the Interim Budget, the allocation
for the Agriculture Ministry for the
fiscal year 2024–25 has been ear-
marked at Rs1.27 lakh crore, mark-
ing an increase from the revised esti-

mates of Rs1.16 lakh crore in 2023–24 and
the budget estimates of Rs 1.15 lakh crore
for the same period. The budget reaffirms
a commitment to enhance various initia-
tives aimed at value addition in the agricul-
tural sector, empowering women, and
augmenting the incomes of farmers.
Over the past decade, the government has
provided direct financial assistance to 118
million farmers through the PM-Kisan
Samman Yojana, a cash handout pro-
gramme for every landholding agricultur-
al family. These advancements are a result
of farmer-centric policies, income support,
risk coverage through price and insurance
support, and the promotion of technologies
and innovations facilitated by start-ups.
Under the leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, the agriculture sector has
witnessed nearly 4% growth, reflecting a
positive trajectory for inclusive development
and increased productivity. The increase in
the agricultural budget can be symbolical-
ly connected to the principles of Sanatan
Dharma, the eternal and universal values
inherent in Hinduism. Sanatan Dharma
emphasises the interconnectedness of all liv-
ing beings and the environment, fostering
an attitude of reverence and responsibility
towards nature. Increasing the allocation for
agriculture reflects a commitment to sup-
porting farmers, who are integral to the
cycle of life and contribute significantly to
the well-being of society. The budgetary
focus on agriculture acknowledges the
importance of nurturing the land, provid-
ing a livelihood for farmers, and fostering
a harmonious relationship with the envi-
ronment—an embodiment of the principles
embedded in Sanatan Dharma.
In the vast tapestry of Bharat's cultural her-
itage, the philosophical connection between
Sanatan Dharma and agriculture emerges
as a thread that weaves through centuries,
nurturing not just crops but a way of life
deeply rooted in harmony, sustainability and
spiritual understanding. Sanatan Dharma,
often referred to as Hinduism, is not just a
religious system; it is a way of life that
encompasses diverse facets, including the
intimate relationship with nature and agri-
culture. Sanatan Dharma and agriculture
share a timeless bond, exploring the spiri-
tual, cultural and ecological dimensions that
have shaped this symbiotic relationship.
A Timeless Bond Nurturing Harmony
At the core of Sanatan Dharma lies a deep
respect for nature, considering it not mere-
ly as a resource but as a manifestation of the
divine. The reverence for the Earth as
"Bhudevi" and the acknowledgement of
plants, animals and natural elements as inte-
gral parts of the cosmic order emphasises
the spiritual significance attributed to agri-
culture. The concept of "Yajna," a ritualis-
tic offering with roots in Vedic literature,
symbolises the sacred reciprocity between
humans and nature. Agriculture, viewed as
a form of Yajna, becomes a spiritual act
where farmers are considered custodians
entrusted with the responsibility of nurtur-
ing the earth.
Cultural Festivals Mirroring Agrarian
Cycles
The cultural landscape of Bharat is adorned
with festivals and rituals intricately tied to
agriculture, mirroring the agrarian cycles
and seasons. Festivals like Makar Sankranti,
Pongal, and Baisakhi mark the harvesting
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